Using Data and Analytics to Market More Effectively
to Millennials in the Auto and Insurance Industries

How Taylor Communications’ data and analytics solutions can help
you reach millennials
General considerations when marketing to millennials:
n Millennials want to be treated as adults.
n Nearly two-thirds of all millennials say their lives do not
match their expectations of adulthood.1
n Millennials feel appreciated and understood when
someone listens to them.
n Millennials want to customize their insurance coverage
to fit their lifestyle and budget.
n Millennials want processes to be easy — and mobile
access is key:
• While less than 25% of all millennials are interested
		 in online insurance application processes and tools,
		 millennials “are still the driving force behind
		 digitization of insurance.”2
• 35% of all consumers interested in using mobile apps
		 to make insurance claims.2
• 31% of all consumers would like to try using a mobile
		 app to make insurance policy changes.2

These types of life events can have a huge impact on
millennials as consumers:
n Buying a house or car
n Beginning a new job
n Getting married
n Starting a family
Tips for discussing insurance with millennials:
n Emphasize that landlords are not responsible for
protecting a tenant’s personal property.
n Explain how insurance can protect the policyholder from
fire, theft and other losses.
n Point out that positive traits provide valuable rewards:
o A good driving record can result in lower auto
		 insurance premiums.
o Wise decisions about money provide for a stable
		 financial future and higher credit score.
o A clean driving record or wise financial decisions can
		 net better insurance rates.
o Avoiding and paying off debt can significantly
		 reduce stress.
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2. Millennial customer cross-sell:
n Taylor Communications has the analytics tools and
		 expertise to define unique customer segments, plus
		 decades of experience leveraging segmentation and
		 demographic data to creating hyper-personalized
		 communications strategies.
n Our industry-leading digital print capabilities
		 put you in position to create hyper-personalized
		 communications that will outperform generic
		 marketing materials every time.
Sources:
1. Mintel Report, Marketing to Millennials — US — June 2019
2. Mintel Report: Property and Casualty Insurance — US — March 2019

Taylor Communications can help you in these areas
related to:
1. Millennial new customer acquisition:
n Life event and mobile behavioral triggers provide
		 direct access to millennials who are actively shopping
		 for a new home or automobile.
n Taylor Communications’ creative team can work with
		 your clients to develop materials targeting millennials.
n Our omnichannel, hyperpersonalizedl marketing
		 capabilities allow us to reach millennials through
		 online and offline strategies to boost
		 campaign results.
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